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BEST BET R11 21:27

Both Bowers
Ace

Fawn
D

T: Melinda Finn
The Hound Says: Consistent as they come and he
is armed with impressive pace once balanced.
Should match the red early and he can break away
mid race, yes

NEXT BEST R7 20:07

DAINTREE
IDOL

Brindle
B

T: Trevor Robinson
The Hound Says: Ideally drawn out wide and she
is armed with scorching early speed. Has added
strength to her arsenal of weapons, hard to reel in.

QUADDIE

Race 5 - 2,1,8 
Race 6 - 8,7,1,5 
Race 7 - 8 
Race 8 - 1,6,2 

$20 For 55.55%

R1 NSW GBOTA WELCOME 1-3 WIN 5th Grade 520m 18:09

BE WOWED (5) was impressive when placed here
on debut and he has followed that up with two
brilliant Goulburn wins of late. He explodes soon
after box rise, so the middle pin won't be a
concern. ZEUS KEEPING (3) has been impressive
to date and he will be better for the run here last
time. SUPREME OSTI (7) has the talent and just
needs luck.
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R2 LADBROKE IT! 1-3 WIN 5th Grade 520m 18:30

PAN LICKED (7) has proven to be very consistent
to date and he is armed with impressive pace
soon after box rise. He should have enough pace
to cross early and he is getting stronger with
each run. WHAT SHE SAID (1) is drawn to get the
breaks and she has some quick Nowra wins to
her credit, while POLLY WATERS (2) can burn
early and may be value.
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R3 LADBROKES SPORTS BAR MASTERS M1/M2/M3 520m 18:48

ZIPPING KANSAS (2) can be hard to follow but he
comes into this fresh and if given room to move
early, he should get into the clear and he can run
over the top late. EL CHORRO (5) is an enormous
talent and he will be on the pace throughout,
however he can do things wrong, so he is a good
anchor in your exotics. ZIPPING CONWAY (1) has
the good draw.
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R4 EVANS & SON JEWELLERS 1-3 WIN 5th Grade 720m 19:08

Tough race but JOANN FLOW (4) caught the eye
when narrowly beaten here two runs back and
she will continue to get stronger. Should settle in
the top three and the smaller line-up helps. MY
LUCY ROSE (1) has been luckless since her top
34.78 Dapto win and she will be in the firing line
for a long way, while RADICAL TOM (8) may be
the value runner
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R5 GRNSW PUPPY AUCTION 25 MAY 5th Grade 520m 19:28

FRED'S WAY (2) came out running and was simply
dominant when scoring here last time in 29.76
and if he can step cleanly again, he will prove
hard to reel in. FARMOR ORDER (1) caught the
eye when placed at Richmond and he is drawn to
settle closer than normal. NANGAR ARCHIE (8)
has the speed to cross early and he is racing with
confidence at present
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R6EVANS & SON LADIES BRACELET FINAL Ladies
Bracelet

Non
Graded 520m 19:46

The wide draw is a slight concern, however MISS
ZIG ZAG (8) was enormous when narrowly
beaten in her heat and with three runs since a
spell under her belt, she should now be at peak
fitness. NANGAR NELLIE (7) is a gifted speedster
and she was simply brilliant when carving out
29.48 in her heat, while CAMILLA KEEPING (1) is
drawn to get the breaks.
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R7 LADBROKES BLACKBOOK 1-4 WIN FINAL 1-4
Wins F

5th
Grade 520m 20:07

DAINTREE IDOL (8) has always had breath-taking
early zip, however she has added strength to her
game which was evident in her blistering 29.56
heat win, so a similar run can see her lead
throughout. BROOKLYN BRUTE (2) is a serious up
and comer and he will appreciate the smaller
line-up now, while TRUNKEY CHIEF (7) just needs
luck early
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R8BEAST UNLEASHED BOB PAYNE SPRINT FINAL
Bob Payne S

Non
Graded 520m20:26

ZIPPING MEGATRON (1) is one of the most
exciting sprinters in the land and he has turned
in some mighty performances in recent weeks.
Needs luck early but should get it from the red
alley. NAD AL SHEBA (6) is one of the few runners
with genuine early speed and he can lead for a
long way, while OVERFLOEW BEAU (2) returned to
his best last week.
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R9 SIMPLY LIMELIGHT @ STUD NG1-4 520m 20:45

NANGAR LARRY (7) has a great record here and
he is armed with a dazzling turn of foot once
balanced. Pace in six and slow beginner in eight
should help and he can assume control before
the bend. ZIPPING CALEB (4) is racing a tad below
his best but he goes well here and he should be
able to settle in the first half. GETS LATE EARLY (2)
has claims
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R10 LADBROKES COMMUNITIES 5th Grade 520m 21:10

ZIPPING OPTIMISE (1) is still learning but he is a
star on the rise and he is two of two from this
alley. He should hold a top three spot through
the bend and he will go to work mid race. POCO
RICO (2) was a scorching 29.58 Nowra winner and
he is expected to lead for a long way. KANGAROO
JACK (3) has a good record here and may be the
value runner.
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R11 LADBROKES ODDS SURGE 5th Grade 520m 21:27

BOTH BOWERS ACE (4) has been placed in seven
of his past eight and he gets his chance to return
to the winners list. Big drop in class, can assume
control quickly, hard to reel in. ALI TANGO (6) is a
powerful type and he should get a nice cart
across in the early stages, while BROTHER ONYX
(2) is a powerful type and he just needs luck in
running.
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